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MORE FFSI MEMBERS PARTICIPATE IN TOP GUN CHALLENGE

Our 19th FFSI Global Sales & Marketing Meeting, 15th-17th October, 2019, was held again at Marriott Sukhumvit hotel and this by
popular requests by many of delegates who attended the previous year’s gathering.

As expected, majority of delegates were pleased with the high
service level extended by the hotel.
A welcome cocktail reception was held on the evening prior to
meeting proper the next day and this to renew acquaintances and
meeting of new attendees. The function was held at the hotel’s
poolside but unfortunately due to weather forecast had to move
in doors.
The Board of Directors decided to hold this on the night before all
our meeting starts in future. During the evening, almost everyone
was already
anxious
to
kno w
t he
whereabouts
of our Chairman of FFSI.
Obviously he
was regrettably missed.
As our Chairman, Mr Chris
Waterson,
was certified
medically unfit to travel and therefore was absent, Lawrence Low
delivered the former’s welcome message.

Lawrence went on to assure all present that Chris is recovering
very well and will avail himself at our forthcoming Annual Worldwide Conference in March, 2020. Our chairman also took this opportunity to officially welcome Christian Glitscher to the management team of FFSI.
Several first time attendees were given a rousing welcome to the
meeting and encouraged to take advantage to know better colleague of other members to develop more business for mutual
benefits. A mandatory time slot at all our S&M gatherings was
given for The Chairman’s Crazy Quiz and as usual much fun and
laughter followed and bonded all delegates together. This year’s
score beats all previous results. Anthony Wong, conducted this
session on behalf of our chairman.
Congratulations to all TOP GUN winners and achievers. Our dear
Anthony, Sales Director, will elaborate further in this same eNews
issue. Our traditional Bingo game with suitable prize money was, as always, a highlight of the Farewell dinner and the win- Inside This Issue
ners left smiling with their share of
2
Messages
US$1000 in prize money.
Before the closing of our meeting, Law- 3-6
Members’
rence, on behalf of chairman, announced
News
that the 39th FFSI Annual Worldwide Conference will be held from 9th to 12th March 7 Top Gun
2020 at the Sheraton Hotel in Ho Chi Minh
FFSI Code of
City in Vietnam. All are to have a pleasant 8
Ethics
flight home, stay healthy and see you at
Vietnam.
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MESSAGES
Dear FFSI family,
Yet again another year-end approaches! I was truly saddened to have missed our Sales & Marketing meeting
in October following a spell in ICU and having been declared “medically unfit to fly” during the month of October. Fully recovered now and my flights are already booked for our March Conference in Ho Chi Minh City
in 2020. My sincere appreciation to Lawrence, Anthony and Christian for having taken care of the meeting on
my behalf.
May I take this opportunity to thank Ada, Anthony, Christian, Francis, Joy and Lawrence for their hard work
during 2019 and to thank all of you for support during the year through your attendance at our meetings.
Thank you, too, to our new members who have seen the value in FFSI and who have joined us during the course
of the year. Welcome to the FFSI family!
May I wish all of you, your staff and your families, a Blessed Christmas time and a New Year filled with the
achievement of every dream you have! See you in 2020!!!
CHRIS WATERSON, FFSI CHAIRMAN
To All Colleague & Friends,
The year-end brings no greater pleasure than the opportunity to express to you season's greetings and good
wishes. May your holiday and new year be filled with prosperity, health and happiness.
Thank You for your support and much treasured friendship.
Merry Christmas & A Happy New Year!
LAWRENCE LOW, FFSI DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
Time flies! 2019 Christmas and 2020 New Year will be coming soon. I wish all a
Merry Christmas and a prosperous and healthy 2020.
FRANCIS NG, FFSI CFO
It’s Christmas time again that brings the year to an end. May this Christmas be filled
with happiness, love and peace. Wishing you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year!
ADA LAI, FFSI COO
May the closeness of friends, the comfort of home, and the unity of our Network,
renew your spirits this festive season! .

Wishing each one of you, your respective family members & colleagues a Merry
Christmas & an Awesome 2020 !!
ANTHONY WONG, FFSI SALES DIRECTOR
Dear FFSI family,
As the newest part of the BOD, firstly, I like to thank the other Directors a lot for their trust and I hope to be a
fruitful part of the Board. As you know my heart beats for this wonderful network. I really enjoy every moment
that we spend together and I'm happy to see the friendly way we treat each other.
The New Year 2020 is coming fast and I wish all of you the very best for the New Year especially health and of
course a lot of cargo also.
Your friend from Germany
CHRISTIAN GLITSCHER, FFSI CHIEF INFORMATION DIRECTOR
Merry Christmas to each and everyone!
The Network Services Office is grateful for your cooperation to all our survey and report submissions this year.
May we all enjoy this wonderful Christmas season and welcome year 2020 with positivity, prosperity, love,
peace, and JOY!
JOY MORTEL, FFSI NSO ADMINISTRATOR
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MEMBERS NEWS
FFSI WELCOMES CHRISTIAN
GLITSCHER AS THE NEW CHIEF
INFORMATION OFFICER

Christian Glitscher, the Chief Executive Officer of Gateway Cargo
Systems GmbH in Germany is the
new appointed member of the
Board of Directors of Feta Freight
Systems International and is assigned as Chief Information Officer.

MEMBERS ANSWER THE
QUESTION: “WHY FFSI?”
For over 35 years, Feta Freight Systems International has been
very careful in selecting its members. As a matter of fact, there
are companies who have been members of FFSI for over 30,
25, 20, 15, 10 and 5 years. Why did they join FFSI? Why did
they stay members for so many years? We have asked one of
our FFSI members for 25 years to answer the question: Why
FFSI? Satoru Kawashima of Towa Air Transport Ltd. from Japan has been generous and cooperative in sharing their experiences through the years and in giving their advice to other
FFSI members.

Why did you join FFSI?
To expand our business opportunities and find good partners in
the world.

Christian, aside from born and
raised in Hamburg, Germany, is
also the youngest Director FFSI has
ever have.

Why until now you are still a
member of FFSI?

CHRISTIAN GLITSCHER

His training started in 2001 until
2004 and formally worked in Operations of Airfreight Export Department from 2004 to 2007.
Working hard eventually made him as Branch Manager from
2007 to 2009 and became General Manager from 2009 to
2011.
Christian never stopped doing great at work as the success of
Gateway Cargo Systems also made his career grow more even
better when he reached the position of Managing Director in
2011 to 2017.
And now that he is the CEO of Gateway Cargo Systems, he and
his team continue to soar high as the Best Member of FFSI for
consecutive years and became a Hall of Famer.

SINGAPORE
UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE. LTD.
WE DID IT AGAIN!
It gives us great pleasure to
inform you that UNION AIR
FREIGHT is once again on the
list of Singapore Airlines Top
Cargo Agents for year
2018/2019.

Thank you for your loyal and
strong support without which we would not be able to achieve
this feat.
Left to right: Mr Mak Swee Wah, Chairman, SIA Cargo; Mr Edward Tan, Managing Director, Union Air Freight; Mr Tan Liang
Jian, Business Development Manager, Union Air Freight, Mr Chin
Yau Seng, Senior Vice President, SIA Cargo.

SATORU KAWASHIMA
FFSI MEMBER FOR 25 YEARS

Good support and good taking
care of us by FFSI staff. Thanks
to good members in FFSI and
our few client needs to help our
partner's support.

What advice can you give to
our members in building more business to one another and in
continuing their FFSI membership?
Keep taking good care of your staff, and keep good company
with your partner in FFSI.
Any other positive and encouraging message to the members.

Members in FFSI can be not only partners, but also goods friends.
So, please feel free to reply to your partner. Then we can share
the good business and partnership, too.
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MEMBERS NEWS
U. K.
EUROPA AIR & SEA LTD.

SLOVENIA
INTEREUROPA

EUROPA AND THE WORKS START A NEW CHAPTER

THE LEADING LOGISTICS PROVIDER IN
SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE

Europa Air & Sea, a division of the innovative and
independent logistics provider, Europa Worldwide
Group, has secured a new
long-term agreement with
existing client, The Works
Stores Ltd, to oversee and manage the retailer’s inbound movements via the Europa Air & Sea division.
The Works is one of the UK’s leading multi-channel specialist retailers of value books, arts, crafts, toys, gifts and stationery, employing over 3,000 people and with 500 stores across the UK.
The Works serves 22.5 million people each year, with more than
40,000 different products sold annually.
The agreed long-term partnership follows a strong and established four-year relationship between The Works and Europa Air
& Sea.
Going forward, Europa Air & Sea will handle The Works’ inbound
supply chain from various worldwide origins, utilising Europa’s full
Order Management system to give The Works full transparency
from supplier to door.
Angus Hind, Europa
Air & Sea Director,
said: “I am delighted
that Europa Sea has
been able to extend
our partnership with
The Works. This is testament to the dedication and commitment
that the team have
shown over the last
ANGUS HIND & JANET DU BOULAY
four years, which has
resulted in a close working relationship especially during a period
of uncertainty in the market, with issues surrounding haulage, fuel
emissions regulations and available space.
However, I believe that Europa Air & Sea has navigated carefully
and thoughtfully through this time and, as a result, clients like The
Works can recognise our passion and tailored service.”
Angus continues: “This is an exciting period of growth for The
Works, opening 50 new stores during 2019. In a competitive high
street, it is imperative that stores stand out and excite their customers. Value retailers can do just that, which is why The Works’
popularity prevails. We look forward to supporting The Works on
their journey.”
Janet Du Boulay, Head of Supply at The Works, adds: “We are
always impressed by Europa Air & Sea’s dedication to the success
of our business and quality of service.

Our experience to date meant that we had no hesitation to ask
Europa to support all of our logistics operations, from handling our
inbound supply chain to worldwide shipping. We look forward to
working together as the business continues to grow.”
Europa Air & Sea is going from strength to strength since launching in 2015, with offices in the UK and Hong Kong and a turnover
in 2018 of £35 million.
It has been four years since Europa centralised its Air services in
Heathrow and its Sea services in Birmingham.
The division aims for further growth this year, with the intention of
embedding at least one Air & Sea Business Development Manager at each of Europa Road’s European road freight branches
throughout the UK.
Europa Worldwide Group is a specialist road, air & sea, warehouse and show freight operator employing more than 900 people across its 16 sites in the UK, as well as Hong Kong and Belgium, with representation in 100 countries.
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MEMBERS NEWS
PHILIPPINES
FETA FREIGHT SYTEMS PHILS., INC.

MAURITIUS
VELOGIC LTD.

MISSED BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

VELOGIC RACES DAY 2019

As Business Development
Manager for Feta Freight
Philippines, my task covers
customer logistical gaps
from which I seek to capitalize on and acquire new
business opportunities. I
have observed that most of
the openings are in the initial phases of the usual business sales
cycle, at that point where they are expanding their product distribution on untapped or unserved markets. From my previous approaches, logistical services are always at the end of the valuechain in client business transactions where I normally send quotations based on inquiries and wait for their reply, hopefully to
avail of our services.

Similar to previous
y e ar s ,
Ve l o g i c
made it a hit by
inviting its foreign
collaborators, clients
and suppliers to this
horseracing day, which took place on November 10 at the Champ
de Mars, Mauritius. The Champ de Mars is an iconic racetrack and
is the oldest racecourse in the southern hemisphere and the second
oldest in the world. It attracts tens of thousands of people on each
racing day during the racing season from late March to early
December and has become the ultimate meeting place for racing
fans from all over the island and even from abroad.

Currently, responses from clients
with this initial phase engagement• approach seem more effective as inquiries are picking up.
We are involving and positioning
ourselves as Consultants• in their
businesses and in the process can
gain access to other business opportunities with them. Potential
revenues in distribution and logistics services are visible. There are
big opportunities in this segment
through the initiatives we are taking and it will take a little more
time as negotiations are all ongoing. Business matching between
buyers and sellers are a bit comJD DE LARRAZABAL
plex as sourcing internationally is
really challenging: eg; suppliers business documentation/ permits
and physical offices need to be verified. With the help of Feta
Freight International organization, these hurdles will be easily
addressed. Once these potential clients become our customers,
regular shipments shall follow and mutual fruition to all feta
freight partners.
Previously I had numerous international queries on product sourcing on different commodities and supplier eligibility queries. I am
very grateful to some Feta partners who attended to our queries
but was also unlucky to not get any assistance from most of our
organization partners. Some replied that it is not part of their
work to check clients eligibility thru physical check of their offices.
We fully understand the coverage of forwarding companies but
the market is changing. During these times of tight competition,
extra effort is really needed to able to acquire new clients. There
are lots of new logistics players in the market and cut-throat competition is already in the equation of our business therefore service level should be elevated as part of our value proposition, to
be able to go the extra-mile. On top of our KRAs of sales, market share and profit, market penetration should complete the mix.
Feta Freight Systems International (FFSI) is a world-class global
network of freight forwarding companies that render a full spectrum of transport services with over 90 members.

Our sponsorship is very much a partnership. In this case, we work
with the Mauritius Turf Club and the stables to enhance our positioning in the market. To be noted that we also take care of the
customs clearance and the transport of horses. As one of the bestattended event in Mauritius, the horseracing is also an excellent
way to communicate our brand. It provides unique content opportunities and is an excellent way to associate our brand with audience interest. It also helps to build stature and credibility.
The horseracing in Mauritius is also a very egalitarian event. From
families enjoying the horses from roadsides to the members watching from the lodges, everyone can participate in the racing days.
This very fact encourages us further to engage with such events
which promote inclusiveness and diversity. During this horseracing day,
our clients and guests
are entitled to a complete tour of the Mauritius Turf Club, within a
guided visit to the jockeys’ room and the photo
finish.
The Velogic Races Day
ended with the traditional handing over of
trophies by the Velogic
management team to
various winners of the
day.

Our organization is a service differentiator in the logistics industry
which has a strong selling proposition in the market place as a
unified logistical framework. This will be our weapon for market
penetration. In the succeeding trading queries. I hope we can
help each other out to fast-track business acquisition. If you need
assistance for your clients in terms of trading, client verification
and the traditional quotations, Feta Freight Phils will be always on
its toes to facilitate your needs. Till my next email to you guys.
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MEMBERS NEWS
INDIA
AVVASHYA CCI LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.
AVVASHYA CCI SPECIALIZING IN COOL CHAIN
Avvashya CCI Logistics Pvt.
Limited is also specializing
in Cool Chain cargo handling & managing regular
Cool-Chain cargo movement from Hyderabad & Mumbai airport. Resent Success Story:
Time sensitive Envirotainer Handling Ex Mumbai ( DG Cargo +
Time critical + 2-8 Degree.) ACCI Airfreight Mumbai team successfully handled the consecutive 3rd Envirotainer
which was having Time Critical + Temperature control 2
-8 deg Cargo. It was very
critical and ACCI hanndles
the total movement with set
time line & manage the
customs process, loading the
finish goods in Envirotainer
with seal & loading on the
aircraft within record
breaking time line. Same is
added one more feather in
ACCI’s Cap in terms of
pharma capability is concerned.
The said cargo was been
planned and loaded on
Weekend Freighter Saturday Dt.:28 Sep late e evening and Departed Dt.:29 Sep 2019
under the guidance of our Expert team who was 24x7 available
at airport to make sure everything should go well, as Cargo value
was approx. 35 million. This reflects ACCI’s team dedication and
availability round the clock to ensure the best of services and our
quickness to all kind of difficult situations.
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TOP GUN UPDATE FROM
ANTHONY WONG, FFSI SALES
DIRECTOR
As there were quite a number of first time attendees
for this year’s S&M meeting., therefore for their
better understanding., let
me explain what is Top
Gun.
Top Gun is our FFSI Challenge designed to encourage targeted growth in
business activities & improve relationship between
members on an annual basis. This is initiated and
achieved through participation in the MOA
(Memorandum of Agreement) event during our AnANTHONY WONG
nual Sales & Marketing
Meetings where both parties set up a realistic target figure for
both Air & Sea shipments between each other and then working
closely together in achieving and exceeding the agreed upon
target. The original MOA in always completed on-line as are the
final achievements figures 12 months later and all the successful
achievers are recognized at the following Sales & Marketing
Meeting and now we have an added incentives for the Top Performers who will also be receiving cash prizes in the form of FFSI
issued credit notes (that can be used to offset a part of each individual company’s Network services fee for the following year BUT
these winners must be present at the S&M meeting to receive it
personally as their absence means they forfeit their prize money.)
For the 2018-2019 period, We had a total of 626 MOA’s listed
which is a decent figure but I’m sure that all of us can definitely do
much better than this so let us beat this figure for the upcoming
2019-2020 period.
Going back to the MOA figures., out of the total 626 MOA’s.,
unfortunately we only had 254 signed/valid MOA’s as there was
a total of 372 MOA’s deemed invalid as these MOA’s were not
signed by both parties and I urge all members to please sign off
on all the MOA’s your counterpart has initiated with you for both
the opening & closing stages because there were MOA’s that had
met the targets initially agreed upon by both parties but due to
the non-signing off by one party during the closing stage., these
MOA’s were deemed invalid which is a pity because, besides
getting recognition for your awesome work & cooperation., there
are also cash prizes (in the form of credit note for the Top performers) that can be used to offset the Network fees for your individual companies which is an added bonus.

We are pleased to hold our 39th FFSI Annual Worldwide Conference: on 9th-12th March 2020 at Sheraton Saigon Hotel &
Towers Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Please mark your diary and do plan your schedule to arrive
HCMC on 8th March in order to join the sightseeing tour and
evening cocktail reception on 9th March 2020.
Look forward to seeing all of you in HCMC, Vietnam in
March 2020.
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2018 / 2019 TOP GUN WINNERS
TOP GUN WINNER
CHINA

WEIDA FREIGHT SYSTEM CO. LTD.
Award received by Southgate Yuan

2ND PLACE
Hong Kong

MULTI-GOLD AIR & SEA EXPRESS LTD.
Award received by Wong Ka Hung

3RD PLACE
Mauritius

VELOGIC LTD.
(Absent)

MOST MOA
Hong Kong

FLYNT WORLDWIDE LIMITED
Award received by Jason Leung

TOP GUN ACHIEVERS
Australia
Brazil
Cambodia
China
Germany
Germany
India
India
Malaysia
Netherlands
Netherlands
Pakistan
Philippines
Poland
Russia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
UK
USA
Vietnam

INTERNATIONAL CARGO EXPRESS
ELOTRANS TRANSPORTES INTERNACIONAIS LTDA.
ASIAN FREIGHT (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.
SHANGHAI ASIAN DEVELOPMENT INT’L.
GATEWAY CARGO SYSTEMS GMBH
M&M AIR SEA CARGO GMBH
AVVASHYA CCI LOGISTICS PVT LIMITED (ACCI)
WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
TRANSCARGO WORLDWIDE (M) SDN BHD
CARGO HOLLAND BV
VCK LOGISTICS AIRFREIGHT
EXCEL FREIGHT SYSTEMS (PVT) LTD.
ASIA OVERSEAS TRANSPORT CO., INC.
M&M AIR SEA CARGO S.A.
ALBACOR SHIPPING
UNION AIR FREIGHT (S) PTE. LTD.
INTEREUROPA CO., LTD.
CONTRACT FORWARDING
NESURA EXPRESS CO. LTD.
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (TAIWAN) LTD.
FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS (THAILAND) CO., LTD.
TRANSORIENT INT’L. FORWARDING INC.
EUROPA WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS LTD.
AIR SEA FORWARDERS INC.
HA THIEN GALAXY EXPRESS FORWARDING

Congratulations To All The Winners
And Every Participant!!!
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“TOGETHER, WE CAN MAKE IT BETTER”

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNACORPORATE HEADQUARTERS—HONG KONG
Address : Unit 1318 13/F, Block B

Regent Center, 70 Ta Chuen Ping St.
Kwai Chung, N. T., Hong Kong
Telephone : (852) 26276026
Fax
: (852) 23558715
Contact : Francis Ng, Chief Finance Officer
(Mobile: (852) 9482 4625)
E-mail
: fng@ffsintl.net
Contact : Ada Lai, Chief Operating Officer
Email
: alai@ffsintl.net

NETWORK SERVICES OFFICE—PHILIPPINES
Address : Feta Freight Systems International
P.O. Box No. 208
Las Piñas Central Post Office
1740 Las Piñas City
Telephone : (63) 2-8-4040003
Fax
: (63) 2-8-8317837
Contact : Joy Mortel, Administrator
Email
: jmortel@ffsintl.net

CHAIRMAN’S OFFICE—SOUTH AFRICA
Address : 49 Director Road
P.O. Box 2592
Kempton Park 1620, South Africa
Telephone : (27) 113922002
Contact : Chris Waterson, Chairman
E-mail
: chris@ffsintl.net

FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL (FFSI ) is a global network of freight forwarding companies rendering the full spectrum of transport services including multimodal, logistics and other specialised cargo handling related activities.
FETA was organised in 1982 by a group of Far East Asia-based freight forwarders with
the objective of seeking reliable, aggressive and locally managed companies to form a
strong strategic global network of alliances. In 1989, a core of FETA members incorporated FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Its objective is to form strong strategic alliances with prospective parties in potential
countries trading under a unique name called FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS. They will cater to
the challenges of a globalising industry by offering the highest level of international
freight forwarding and logistics services to the customers.
Any qualified forwarder who wants to develop and expand their network can be part
of FETA FREIGHT SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL

We’re on the web:
www.ffsintl.net

FFSI CODE OF ETHICS
1.

MAINTAIN HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY.

2.

COMPLETE TASKS AND OBJECTIVES ON TIME AND KEEP TO YOUR PROMISES .

3.

REACH DECISIONS AFTER EFFECTIVE OPEN COMMUNICATION, LISTENING & CONSULTATION.

4.

UNDERSTAND, TOLERATE AND RESPECT CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND OTHER DIFFERENCES.

5.

ADD VALUE TO ALL YOUR PARTNERS.

6.

PROMOTE A STRONG TEAM SPIRIT.

7. LEARN FROM MISTAKES.

8.

BE INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE; TAKE THE INITIATIVE.

9.

CELEBRATE SUCCESS.

10. TO DISPLAY, EXPLAIN AND ENDORSE THIS CODE OF ETHICS TO ALL COMPANY STAFF.

